ACROSS
1) Net lining in a woman's hat
5) Jr.-to-be
9) Mortgages, e.g.
14) Encourage strongly
15) Weight not charged for
16) Coastal feature
17) Charlie Rich's nickname
19) Keach who played Mike Hammer
20) '50s scandal subject
21) Cobwebbed place
23) Part of a ruler
26) Think like a hillbilly?
29) Move with legs spread out
33) Paris-based int'l. agency
34) Rocky ridge
35) Raised, as a bet
37) Farmyard biddy
38) Miner's paydirt
39) Whale constellation
40) "To thine own ___ be true"
41) Cigarette leftover
42) Speed tracker
43) Crab's claw
44) Type of engine
46) Dilapidated
48) Walked with long steps
49) "Buona ___" (Italian greeting)
50) Cuban dance
52) Plane's passage
57) Chiropractor's concern
59) Vodka brand
62) "Bear" that's not a bear
63) 100 cents, abroad
64) Length times width
65) Sense of dread
66) Head of a college
67) In the vicinity of

DOWN
1) Crescent point
2) Opera solo
3) Far from beautiful
4) Prefix meaning "to the left"
5) Leave high and dry
6) Graceless one
7) Paid player
8) One more than penta-
9) Expand
10) Act the siren
11) Family disgrace
12) Columbo, for one
13) Pig's place
18) Drop vowels
22) Aligns
24) Like any good crossword puzzle
25) Groups of seven
27) Peacock "eyes"
28) Diet adjective
29) Healthy dishes
30) "To your health!"
31) Deception
32) Absorbed, as a cost
36) Blender setting
39) One of Moses' spies
40) Not he
42) Beef, e.g.
43) Jenny of weight loss
45) Noises, essentially
47) Kindergarten implement, maybe
51) Grew older
53) Equine tone
54) Had on
55) Yachting
56) 365 days
57) Place to be pampered
58) Thing in the kitchen
60) Have regrets
61) Part of the history book